The migration of autonomic precursor cells in the embryo.
The neural crest is an excellent model system to study cell fate and cell guidance signaling. Neural crest cells emerge from a common multipotent subpopulation and follow stereotypical migratory pathways to contribute to many diverse peripheral structures throughout the vertebrate embryo. The neural tube and diverse embryonic microenvironments from which the neural crest originate and migrate through are important sources of signals, yet it is still unclear how a common pool of neural crest stem and progenitor cells diversify and become distributed along specific stereotypical migratory paths. In the post-otic hindbrain and trunk, the neural crest emerge and contribute to the autonomic nervous system, and failure of proper cell navigation and differentiation often leads to congenital disorders that include dysautonomias, Hirschprung's disease, and neuroblastoma cancer. Recent exciting studies of neural crest cell behaviors have revealed the interplay of several molecular signaling pathways that guide and shape autonomic precursor cells to and into proper target structures, suggesting further work may help to better understand autonomic nervous system assembly, derived from a convergence of time-lapse imaging and molecular analyses. In this mini-review, we summarize recent fluorescent cell labeling strategies and cell behavior analyses that elucidate the role of molecular signals on the migration of autonomic precursor cells. We highlight advances in our understanding of the autonomic precursor cell behaviors and fate determination studied within the embryonic microenvironment.